
SCHOOL UNIFORMS SUPPRESS INDIVIDUALITY

In America's high schools, students should not be forced to wear uniforms because they take away a student's sense of
individuality, they do not allow for.

Actually, many social critics and scientific researchers, like Kerry Rockquemore and David Brunsma, argue
that school uniforms have no positive effect on behavioral problems or attendance of students. If you have a
necklace or something that means something to you. With a uniform standard, you can minimize the effect
clothes have on economic and social barriers, which can improve overall school spirit and the sense of
community. We have to wear skirts all year round. Uniforms depict what the student is to wear so students are
unable to show who they are, but at the same time the school is given class and a particular look when they are
worn. Not really because your clothes are not the only way you can express yourself. Most Viewed. Instead,
besides objective teaching, schools should direct their efforts to nurture and promote open-minded traits so
that these countries can have forward-thinking generations. I think we should be free to wear our uniform as
we please within reason of course. In contrast to similar conservative inclinations, most reports indicate that
teenagers, females and males alike, who are forced to wear school costumes, usually peel it off while on their
way to and from school. Lindsy Power is a freshman majoring in biology. Individuality is a sacred
characteristic. Take weekend homework, for example, it is highly doubtable that students go put on their
school uniforms to do their homework. But yes our uniforms are ugly! No one can thrive as an individual
when all are forced to look the same. Contact Author Source School uniforms have expanded to public schools
of late. They assert that school costumes make students behave better during their unescorted passage to
school. They lead us to believe that conformity, obedience, and authority are the highest values among society.
Evidently, good schooling should not limit personal choices and individuality of our youngsters just to
promote a false picture of equality and order. Casual clothes would be an asset because no one would have to
spend that much more money on making sure their child has the right shoes, pants, shirts, etc. Uniform
policies can stifle the willingness of a student to engage in creative activities or his comfort in doing so.
Individual Expression The common reason students don't like school uniforms is they go against their ability
to express individuality through clothing styles. Honestly, enforcing skirts is borderline sexism. While one
camp favors and commends wearing school uniforms, the other one totally opposes it. While uniforms can
sometimes be beneficial, the world should dispose of their existence.


